
HASSRA NW Members Invitation
The Skin Health Spa is at the forefront of cosmetic treatments and skincare in the UK. As a special treat for some working professionals in 
Manchester; along with the massive demand for our previous promotions, we would like to invite the members of HASSRA NW to come and 

receive the ultimate makeover experience by providing a range of our most popular treatments for more than 85% less than the usual 
cost!

We have created 2 Skincare Pamper Card promotions to choose from (sorry, you can only choose one!). Here is what you receive.

Deluxe Skincare Card: Receive all 3 treatments below which are normally valued at £420, you receive EVERYTHING 

for £49.95!
Visit 1: Microdermabrasion Treatment: A superb skin enhancement treatment, which promotes healthy skin. Great mechanical exfoliation 
used to treat wrinkles and lines along with pigmentation problems and scarring. (Normally valued at £85)

Visit 2: Single Transderm Treatment: A fantastic treatment that uses mild electrical current to open up the skin barrier and allow the deep 
penetration of collagen activating serums and nutrients. (Normally valued at £185)

Visit 3: Single Laser Hair Removal Treatment (choice of Bikini, Underarm or Chin Laser session). Laser Hair Removal can help you 
eliminate the need for shaving and waxing leaving you to enjoy smooth skin all day every day. (Normally valued at £150)

Premier Skincare Card: Receive all 4 treatments below which are normally valued at £670, you receive EVERYTHING 

for £89.95!
Visit 1: Microdermabrasion and Transderm Treatment: A superb skin enhancement treatment, which promotes healthy skin. Great 
mechanical exfoliation used to treat wrinkles and lines along with pigmentation problems and scarring along with the fantastic Transderm 
treatment that uses mild electrical current to open up the skin barrier and allow the deep penetration of collagen activating serums and 
nutrients.  (Normally valued at £285)

Visit 2: Single Laser Hair Removal Treatment (choice of Bikini, Underarm or Chin Laser session). Laser Hair Removal can help you 
eliminate the need for shaving and waxing leaving you to enjoy smooth skin all day every day. (Normally valued at £150)

Visit 3: Dermaquest Derma Roller Facial: Even the stars of Hollywood are using this treatment to give their skin a smooth and youthful 
glow. The revolutionary device is covered in 300 micro needles that are gently passed over the skin. It stimulates the collagen and elastin 
production in the skin without damaging it. (Normally valued £185)

Visit 4: Jan Marini Skin Care Facial: This state of the art product is formulated using the highest quality ingredients and most advanced 
technologies to mitigate the impacts of ageing and specific conditions such as acne, resulting in a more youthful, clear skin. (Normally 
valued at  £85)

Included in each visit there is an exclusive bonus chart giving you the chance to upgrade your visits and make even more of a saving!

So, why are we doing this?
We believe providing something this good can be the best means of creating some fantastic word of mouth advertising for the Spa along 
with introducing people to it in the process. And yes, while available you are more than welcome to buy these as gifts!

Note: This is a limited number promotion so we apologise to anyone who misses out in advance! Buyers also need to give their membership card no# 
when booking. 

TO PURCHASE A DELUXE GIFT CERTIFICATE OR FOR FURTHER INFO:
Please contact Chris, our marketing representative on 0845 686 0185 (office) or 07759 576 520 (mobile) (Chris' office hours are Monday to 

Friday 9am-5pm, but you can reach him on mobile both during and outside office hours.)


